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This paper reports the findings of a study examining the effectiveness of promoting learners' critical thinking skills and EFL skills with a content-based approach. Despite little argument among theorists and educators regarding the interrelatedness between thinking and language development, in the tradition and transition of L2 teaching methodology, the integration of language and thinking has been peripheral. Language as a way of thinking and learning has been more of a pedagogical catchphrase than instructional practice.

This study attempts to bridge the gap between theories and instructional practices through the design and implementation of a content-based junior high school EFL syllabus. Two groups of junior high school students participated in the study. A five-unit syllabus, including the subject areas of language arts, mathematics, science, and social studies, was designed and implemented. Data were collected via class assignments, a critical thinking assessment instrument, a questionnaire, and a teacher-constructed language proficiency test. The findings revealed significant gains in the students' English language proficiency test scores. Critical thinking skills and content area knowledge mastery were also found. The questionnaire results show positive responses toward the content-based EFL learning and teaching from the participating students. Based on these findings, instructional suggestions and caveats are provided.

Its aim is to provide quality podcast content and other resources for critical thinking instruction. The core of the content consists of a two podcast series fronting the basics of critical thinking skills and critical dispositions: Critically Minded Podcast. Dialogically Minded Podcast. Content-Based Reading and Writing for Critical Thinking Skills in an EFL Context http://candle.ntcu.edu.tw/profile/vita/20070627185727.pdf author: Meei0Ling Liaw of the National Taihong University. Critical Thinking, an Extended Definition.

http://isites.harvard.edu/fs/docs/icb.topic265890.files/Critical_Thinking_File/06_CT_Extended_Definition.pdf. The essence of critical thinking is thinking beyond the obvious; beyond the flash of visual images on a television screen, the alluring promises of glossy advertisements, the evasive statements by some people in the news, the half-truths of propaganda, the manipulations of SLANTED LANGUAGE, and faulty reasoning. How do I engage in critical thinking? Understanding the reading process helps people become critical thinkers. Annotating means writing notes to yourself in a book's margins and using asterisks and other codes to alert you to special ideas. The left column deals with content (close reading), and the right covers synthesis (active reading). E X E R C I S E...